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DESECRATING THE WITBANK MUSJID

THE GRAND SHAITAANI OPENING PARTY

With each passing day, a new fitnah develops in the Muslim community. It is fitnah
compounded with
fitnah
. While these new
fitan
are fabricated and frauded in all classes of the Muslim community, the worst offenders and
agents of Iblees in the origination of these villainous practices are the molvis who dwell in the
self-deception of them being Ulama. They are
shaitaani juhala
. In fact, their ignorance is of a brand which renders them
mardood and mal-oon.

These molvis have transformed themselves into veritable clowns. Their greed and lust for the
dunya have made them totally oblivious of the villainy and haraam in which they are mired and
sinking by the moment in the abyss of moral degradation and Imaani eradication.

The villainy and evil of the haraam practices innovated and condoned by these miscreant,
unfortunate (shaqi) molvis are not hidden from even the laypeople. There are still numerous
intelligent Muslims in the community who understand the evil of these molvis and who are
appalled by the
shaitaaniyat they innovate and in which they participate.

One such shaitaaniyat is the ‘grand’ devil’s opening which the juhala are organizing and in
which a troupe of molvi clowns will act their clownish haraam roles. Many Muslims have queried
the Shar’i status of the ‘grand opening’ of the Witbank Musjid. At least this much is heartening –
that there are sane and intelligent people still in the community who understand the satanism of
such haraam practices and the satanism of the participating molvi-clowns.
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This type of molvi-senility and clownery has been predicted by Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi
wasallam). Once Hadhrat Abdullah Ibn Mas’ood (Radhiyallahu anhu) said to the people:

“How will you be when you will be enveloped by such a fitnah which will make the elders senile
and the young will become old, and the people will regard the fitnah to be Sunnah. When
anything of the fitnah is discarded, they will say that a Sunnah has been abandoned.” The
people asked: ‘When will that (evil state) be?’ Hadhrat Ibn Mas’ood (Radhiyallahu anhu) said:
“When your Ulama have departed; when your qaaris are in abundance; when your Fuqaha are
rare; when the rulers will be in abundance; when your trustworthy will be few; when the dunya
will be searched for with the amal of the Aakhirah, and when knowledge (of the Deen) will be
acquired for purposes other than the Deen.”

Today we are in the vortex of the fitan mentioned in this Hadith. The items on the poster
advertising the grand opening party of Shaitaan, testify to the silliness, senility and stupidity of
all the participating molvis who appear just like clowns in the haraam, merrymaking function
which also is being manipulated by Iblees for enhancing the cult of Zina which the molvis have
innovated into the community by luring women out of their homes under Deeni guise and
shaitaani traps portrayed as artefacts of the Deen when in reality these functions are paving the
path of Jahannam for the participants.

From which Sahaabi or Faqeeh did these moron molvis acquire the Ibleesi ‘sunnah’ of a ‘grand
opening’ merrymaking party for a Musjid? What do the Fuqaha say regarding the opening of a
Musjid? How is a Musjid initiated? How is it opened? How does a Musjid become officially a
Musjid in terms of Allah’s Law? Is there anywhere Shar’i corroboration for the evil, devilish
merrymaking, gluttonous party which the Witbank Muslim Jamaat is organizing and which will
be attended by a conglomeration of molvi clowns. These clowns who have been hired to
entertain the stupid crowd are bereft of the slightest vestige of Taqwa. Whilst Rasulullah
(Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) explicitly and emphatically condemned partying by drawing our
attention to the dangers lying ahead from the onset of Maut, these clown molvis are dwelling in
self-deception, wallowing in fisq and fujoor, and suffering from the diseases of obesity and
merry indulgence in gluttonous eating and excreting whatever
mal-oon
food they garrously ingest at the party of the Devil advertised as a ‘grand opening’ for a Musjid.
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If any of these wayward ‘hadhrats’ and molvi clowns still are in possession of some remnants of
brains, Rasulullah’s naseehat will strike a response chord in their hearts. Nabi-e-Kareem
(Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said:

“If you know what I know (of Maut, the Qabr and the Aakhirat), you will laugh little, cry much,
not derive any pleasure from your wives on your beds. You would flee into the wilderness
wailing (and wishing) to have been a blade of grass.”

Even a so-called ‘opening’ of a Musjid which is without a single act of shaitaani merriment as is
the case with the Witbank Musjid shaitaani debacle, is also bid’ah and not permissible. If there
will be only a talk and a dua at the ‘opening’, and even if the Habaailush Shaitaan – the Traps of
the Devil –
namely women, will not
be allowed, then too such an opening ceremony is bid’ah. There is absolutely no support for a
Musjid opening or for a grand opening of a Musjid.

The Musjid is officially open in the Eyes of Allah Ta’ala when the Athaan is delivered. The
Athaan and the Salaat are the only ingredients of the Opening of a Musjid in Sunnah style.

While the advert describes some stupid hadhrats to be ‘guests of honor’, they are in reality
guests of disgrace. They are mudhilleen who mislead Muslims. They are the agents of Iblees,
for they peddle stupidities, waste, pride, and show in the name of the Deen. These miserable
molvis are all in collusion with the Devil who is manipulating them to undermine Islam and to
ruin the Akhlaaq and Imaan of the masses.

For the edification of ordinary Muslims, we reproduce the haraam advert pertaining to the
haraam, Ibleesi party. While many will justifiably mock the stupidity of the clowns, all intelligent
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Muslims will be able to understand the utter ludicrosity, stupidity and satanism of the
merrymaking party which is being organized for even women in diametric violation of Allah’s
Command for them to remain glued within the precincts of their homes. The party is pure shaita
aniyat
. Its primary focus is on eating and excreting, the latter being the natural corollary of gluttonous
ingestion by obese clowns, and much of the mal-oon substances which will be ingested will
consist of carrion.

The deluge of carrion which these clown molvis gluttonously ingest daily, even in their homes,
has completely blighted and even eliminated the proper functioning of their brains. It is for this
reason too that they are unable to understand the haraam villainy in which they indulge and
which they condone. They are unable to understand that shaitaan has recruited them to be his
agents. Most certainly, these clown molvis, the organizers of the haraam merrymaking party,
those who lure the women from their homes, are adequately described by our Nabi (Sallallahu
alayhi wasallam) in the following Hadith:

“Soon shall there dawn an age when nothing of Islam will remain except its name; nothing of
the Qur’aan will remain except its text; the Musaajid will be ornate structures devoid of hidaayat.
The worst of people under the canopy of the sky will be the Ulama. From them will emerge
fitnah and the fitnah will rebound on them.”

Even the Witbank Musjid is mentioned in this Hadith. It has been converted into a temple-like
structure devoid of hidaayat. May Allah Ta’ala guide Muslims and may He save us from His
Wrath and Punishment.

11 Rabiul Awwal 1441 – 9 November 2019

&nbsp;Download article with poster
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